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INTRODUCTION 

"IVi1h !he growing emergence o/111icrc?finance in India. increasinglyjosllingji,r insli/11/ional sp11ce, we need lo ask ourselves 
if ii will uclual/y manage lo .. . gel 'credil · 10 1he rural poor in a su.\'lained manne,: Or will microjinance furn 0111 lo he m1 

inler/oper 1ha1 \t'i/1 end up 1hree decades later in !he usual way: anolher wave of dud inslilulions Iha! neilher die nor heat:J" 
(Srivastava 2005) 

In India, the delivery of microtinance serv ices has taken a unique approach with active government participation. The 
SIIG- bank linkage programme (henceforth SBLP) is carried out under the guidance of National Bank for Agriculture and 
Rural Development (NABARD) with an act ive par1icipation ofNGOs, state development institutions. commercial banks. 
regional rural banks. district rural development authorities (DRDAs) and local bodies like panchayati raj institutions (PRls). 
This unique approach of financial service delive1y to the rural poor runs parallel to independent microfinance initiatives by 
many NGO/MFls. 

Sel f I lelp Groups (SHGs) form the basic constituent unit of the SBLP. An SHG is a group of individuals with an average 
siLe of about fifteen members from a homogenous class- usually poor and mostly women- who pool their savings into a 
fund from which they can borrow. This is done through opening an account in commercial or regional rural banks. After 
some time, the bank begins to lend to these groups as a unit without any co llatera l, except for the accumulated savings 
deposited by the group in the bank account. 

The SBLP is now being implemented in 3 1 States and Union Territories covering 583 districts of the count1y. As of March 
2006, cumulatively, banks have lent Rs. 11 3.98 billion to 2,238,565 SHGs through 547 pa11icipating banks. About 32.98 
million households have gained access to formal banking system through SI IG- bank linkage programme. Nearly 90 percent 
of SI-IGs are women only groups with repayment rates of over 90 percent (Table I). 

II 

DELIVERY MODELS 
There are different models of credit linkage between an SHG and the bank. In Model I. SI I Gs are formed and extended 
credit by banks; in model II, SI IGs are formed and nurtured by NGOs and other formal agencies (like DRDAs) but cred it 
is extended by banks; in Model Ill , NGOs (and formal agencies like SHG Federations) in addit ion to forming SHGs, avai l 
bulk loans from banks for on-lending to SHGs. At the aggregate leve l, the models account for 20, 74, and 6 percent of the 
number of SIIGs formed, and 14, 81 and 5 percent of the cumulative amount disbursed, respectively, up to March 2006 
(Table 2). Yet another model (IV) can be conceived of where the bank lends directly to individual members ofan SI-IG upon 
recommendations of the group or NGO. 

Table I: SI-IC- Bank Linkage Program at a Cll111ce, as on March (respect ive years) 

l'artirulan, 2001 2005 2006 

No. ofNe\1 SI IGs l111k.:d during the Year 149,050 539,365 620, 109 

No. of SI !Gs provided wi th repeat bank loan NA 258.092 344.502 

No ofSIIGs I.inked (cumulati\e) 263.825 1.618.-156 2.238.565 

~ Women <,roup, among all SI l( is 90 90 90 - - -
No of Pan1c1pa1111g Bank~ 3 1~ 573 547 

- -
I. l'nmmen:1al Oank, 43 47 47 

-- -
II Regional Rural l:lanks (RRl3s) 177 196 ·158 -
,ii. IJ1~1nc1 Central l'oopern11vc Oanks (IJCCOs) 94 330 342 

Oank Hrnnchcs Part1c1pat111g NA 41.082 44.362 
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Parlirulnrs 200 I 200:i 

No. or S1a1es/ lJT, "here Program 1, Running 27 31 

No. or Diwicl, Covered ,I 12 572 ----- - ·-
Tola) Bank Loan Durmg the Year (111 Rs Billion) 2_8X _______ 2~ . .9-~ 
l:lank loan Ill the e,1~11ng (old) ~I l(i, During the iear (111 Rs 13il11nn_l--1r-- N_A ________ 1_2._6~-

Bank Crcd11 Di;.hursed . cunwla11>e (Ill Rs billion) 181 68 l/8 

2006 

JI 

:\83 

44 99 

21 69 

113 98 ----- ------ - ·---- -- - --+-----
Refinance Support 13y NAIJARD. cumula111 c ( 111 Rs l!1lhon) -l U I 30 92 

No or Households Assisted (in mill1011). cu111ula11vc 

Avcrag.c Loan l'cr SI IG (Rs ) 18,227(11C\\) 32.0)2(11e\\) 
NA (rq1ea1) 19. 11 -1 (rqieal) 

- --------- ------------•----- -+----
Average I.nan Pa Memh.:r (Rs) 

Noles NA- Nol Availahlc. •Reduced tigure due to merger ol ,omc l{Rlh 

Source NAIJARD 

1.072 {IIC\\) 2.287 (llC\\) 

\IA trercal) J.508 (repeal) 
- ----

-II 60 

32 .98 

37.582 (lie\\) 
62.941) (repeal) 

2.68-) (lie\\) 
-l .496 (repeal) 

It is very much possible for the linkage to folio\\ an evolutionary process. moving from Model Ill to Model II to Model I, 

and finally to Model IV where an individual gets direct access to bank credit. But the adoption ofa particular model wou ld 
depend on the perception of the bank and the strength or SI !Gs and NGOs. Where the bank has first hand experience on the 
working ofan SIIG which is functioning satisfactorily and has rotated its savings pool twotthree times. the bank may shift 
from Model II to Model I thus obviating the need for NGO intermediation. But most bankers are likely to preter NGO 
imermediation in the initiul stages alter group formation and thus adopt Model 11. A conservative banker may instead l ike 

to start with Model I I I relying on NG Os in entirety for group formation. maintenance of regular operations and financial 
intermediation. But as a group builds up successful credi t histories with the bank, the bank might even carry out individual 

lending to members upart from the usua l group lending. 

Table 2: Model-Wisc Distribution of LBP (cumulat ive upto) 

\l arrl1200:i 

\lodl'i '-11. ofSIIG Bank l.uan 
tRs Mill1011) 

- - - - -- - ---
l\lmlcl I J,IJ.J7 I 101 .26.2 

. - - - - ---- ----· 
2 1 22 1-l 68 

I- - -•- --· ·- - -
l'vlodd II I. I 58.2 I</ 55.29-l 

- ----- -
71 57 80. 15 

-· - - -
r,.1odd Ill I 16.8J6 l565 

- - - - - - - --
7. 22 5 17 

lotal 1(118-15(, 68.985 

/()() /(//) 

Nottc:: Figures in italics are percentages. Compiled with figures from NABARD 

111 

', o. of SIi (; 

449.138 

2()118 

1,646.070 

735.l 

l-lJ.057 
-

6 J<J 

2.238.565 

/()/) 

\larch 2006 

-

PROCEDURAL ASPECTS OF TIIE MOST POPULAR APPROACH: MODEL II 

Bank l .0:111 

(Rs M1 ll1 011) 
-

16.367 
·-

14 J6 

92.000 

80.72 
-

5.608 ·-
-l 92 

113.975 

/00 

The SI IG-bank linkage programme is unique among other micro linance initiat ives in being able to disentangle the task of 
financial intermediation and institution building. rl1e public banking network carries out the task offinancial intermediation 
while NGOs and forma l agencies like ORDAs take on the task or insti tution building. This entails forming the group and 
then preparing the group to transact through banks. rhe NGO starts the process or group building by initiating a mod{fied 
form of Rotating Savings and Credit Association (ROSCA). 

In its pure form.ROSCA is a group or indi, iduab contributing a pre-agreed amount to a savings pot in each period. The pot 
is allocated 10 the winner detennim:d 1: ither random ly orb)- a bidding process. fhe ROSCA continues. with the winner 
exc luded from any future draws bu: contributing th\! savings amount. and terminates after each member has received the 
pot once. Besley ct al. ( 1993) discuss the ad\aillages or and reasons behind sustainabi lity or ROSCAs. One advantage is 
that ifan individual desires to acqui1e an indivisible good. b) joining the ROSCA, she can e,pect to attain it earlier than if 
she had chost:n to savt: all b~. herselr. A ROSCA gi,es each member access to all other membt:rs' savings periodically. 
Defaults in savings contribution is addressed through sequential al location of the pot, peer monitoring and social sanction. 
But the obvious limitation of a pure l'orm ROSCA is thm the saving pot is only as deep as the pocket of its members. The 
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SHG- bank linkage programme improves on this pure form of ROSCA by linking the SH Gs to formal financial institutions 
for external credit (Aniket 2005). 

An SHG consists of 5 to 20 persons, usually from different families and mostly women. Often a group like this is given a 
name. Each group has a leader and a deputy leader elected by the group members. The members of the group decide among 
themselves the amount of savings deposit they have to make individually to the group account. The starting individual 
monthly deposit ranges anywhere between Rs IO and Rs I 00, depending on the ability of the members. On the basis of the 
resolutions adopted and signed by the members of the group, the manager of the local rural or commercial bank opens a 
savings bank account with the group name. The savings are collected by a certain date ( often by the I 0•h of every month) and 
deposited in the bank account. The saving pot is allowed to accumulate for approximately six months during which there is 
a moratorium on borrowing from it. Borrowing from the group fund is sequential and the group itself decides the sequence 
in which members get loans. In the early stages, the sequential nature of borrowing is due to the limited accumulated 
savings the group has at its disposal. As impatient non-borrowers wait for a chance to borrow, they monitor and if need be, 
audit the current borrowers aggressively. Lending sequentially thus plays an important role in binding individuals within a 
group. This is more so because the non-borrower's savings are under threat if not used properlv and not rep;:iir1 in time by 
borrowers. 

If the group is successfully able to manage internal group loans during the early stage, the NGO links the group to external 
sources of credit. These sources may either be a subsidized government lending program or credit from a commercial bank. 
NGO's remuneration from building the groups is tied to the repayment of external loans. Part of the interest payment made 
by the borrowers on the external credit goes to the NGO. This tying up of NGO remuneration with·repayment of externally 
sourc~d loans gives the NGO an incentive to actively screen and monitor the groups. But the remuneration is often inadequate 
even to meet administrative expenses; as such, NGOs are more often than not driven by their dedication towards the goal of 
financial inclusion and empowerment. 

Even after getting a loan, an individual SHG member continues saving some fixed amount in the group savings account. 
But SHGs usually discourage members who voluntarily contribute or save higher amounts with an SHG than the amount 
stipulated by the group. This is partly due to the added hassles of bookkeeping and the apprehension that those members 
might gain more influence in the decision making process within the group. But such concerns, though plausible, can 
undermine the objective of financial inclusion itself. The benefits of voluntary savings as a self-in<a1rance measure, therefore, 
needs to be appreciated under the programme. 

After external credit is made available to the group, the group as a whole is responsible for timely repayments as well as 
jointly liable in case of delay or default. The repayments due are deducted automatically from the group's savings deposited . 
in the bank account. But this full and immediate joint liability can only be implemented if there are a certain number of non
borrowers at any given point of time. This is ensured by the sequenced nature of borrowing which the group itself decides. 
For any non-borrower, delinquent behavior by present borrowers jeopardizes not just her opportunity to borrow in future, 
but also her present accumulated savings in the group. Thus, the sequential nature of borrowing favorably influences high 
rate of group survival, even in the early stages. The participating banks are free to set and modify interest rates, taking into 
account local conditions. Chavan and Ramakumar (2005) found that cost of borrowing for SHG members across the 
country is in the range of 24 to 36 percent per annum. Most studies (Harper 2002; Puhazhendi and Badatya 2002) have 
come to similar conclusions. 

SI I Gs use the pooled savings together with the external loan to provide loans to their members. The decision on who gets 
the loan is taken by the group itself and not by the bank or the NGO. Members request for loans during group meetings and 
issue the loans during the meeting or at ad-hoc meetings in case of an individual emergency requirement. Members keep 
trac.t of the end use of loans: inappropriate loan utilization and issues like non-repayment of loans are taken care of within 
the group. There is no monitoring of loan utilization by the bank staff, and in case of default by a group member, no legal 
actions are taken. The loan amount by the bank to the group is tied to the accumulated savings in the group account with the 
bank. The maximum loan amount is a multiple (4: I) of the total funds in the group account. This limit may be gradually 
reached starting from a lower (2: I or I: I) ratio. 

The above discussion tries to bring forth the importance of maintaining the design features of SBLP; given the logical 
soundness and practical workabi I ity of Model 11 , the issue of long-term sustainabi I ity can be effectively addressed if banks, 
SHGs and NGOs adhere to these norms. This is not to undermine the importance of grassroots innovation which can 
improve upon existing features and may even successfully obviate the need for some1 .But given the fact that the SHG 

I or a stud) on ho11 ongomg 1nnornt1ons 111 program design and financial product dc,clopmcnt ha,e shaped and c,olvcd microtinancc e,pcnence around 
the world. see Bera (2007) 
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movement is still young and bringing new members within its fold everyday, adhering to these features becomes an imperative. 
Various studies on 'quality' standards ofSHGs from across the country (discussed in section VI I) reinforces this viewpoint. 

IV 

AGENCY AND YEAR-WISE PERFORMANCE 
Of all the SH Gs credit linked up to March 2006, more than half were financed by commercial banks (53 percent) with 
RRB's and DCCB's share at 33 percent and 14 percent respectively. Of the cumulative amount disbursed, the share of 
commercial banks stood at 61 percent, while RR B's and DCCB 's accounted for 29 and IO percent respectively (Table 3 ). 
Disaggregated analysis of commercial bank's operations reveal that out of 4 7 banks, only IO banks together have a share of 
almost 80 percent in the cumulative number ofSHGs linked till March 2006; similarly 40 RRBs have a combined share of 
70 percent among all SH Gs linked by 158 RRBs. The picture remains the same for DCCBs with the first 80 together having 
a 79 percent share in SH Gs linked among all 342 DCCBs. This implies that around one-fourth of the participating banks 
(for each agency category) have credit linked more than three-fourth of all SHGs: a rather unequal performance within and 
among the agencies involved in SBLP, with disaggregated figures showing high numbers in credit linkage coming from star 
performers1. 

Table 3: Agency-wise Number of SH Gs: Financed & Credit Disbursed 

Period ('ommerri11I Banks RRBs Cooperathes fotal 

Number ol -17 158 342 5-17 

During 2005-2006 No of SI IU, 344.56 7 176.178 99.3M 620.109 

Bank Loan (Rs m1ll1on) 28.284 12.226 -1.-181 41.991 -
(umula11vc No. of SH Gs 1.188.040 7-10.024 310.50 I 2.238565 --
upto •·• Share 53 33 I./ /()() 

--
March 2006 13ank Loan (Rs 1111111011) 69.874 33.221 10.879 11 3.975 

••• Share 6/ 19 Ill /()() 

Compiled "llh ligures from NA13A!lD 

Moreover, 44,362 branches of these 54 7 banks pa11icipated in the SBLP during 2005-06 out of a total number of about 
57,858 branches of commercial banks (30,769), RRBs (14,489) and DCCBs ( 12,600)3

. While 23 percent of all bank branches 
are yet to be engaged under the program, there are numerous branches having linked very few SI !Gs. Even if some of these 
non-participating branches start SHG operations and the participating ones set higher targets. the program \~ill see further 
growth. Such numeric expansion, however, might impose severe quality and sustainability trade-offs- a reasonable 
apprehension we discuss towards the end of this paper (section VI). 
During 2005-06. the number of new SH Gs linked with banks stood at 620, I 09 as against 539.365 SH Gs during the previous 
period- a growth rate of 15 percent; bank loan during the year also shot up to Rs. 44,991 million from Rs. 29,943 million in 
the previous period. registering a growth rate of 50 percent (Table 4 ). The pace of SHG formation and the subsequent 
linl-..ing with bank credit ga ined momentum from 1999-2000 om~ards. The trend continued over the following years and the 
target set by NA BARD or linl-..ing one million SH Gs \1 ith credit by 2006-07 was met three years ahead of time. 

Table 4: Year-Wise No. of S1-fGs & Credit Disbursed From Inception to 2005-06 (Rs Million) 
--

1992-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001 -02 2002-03 2003-0-1 200-1-05 2005-06 

No. ol Ne" SI ICis 32.995 81.780 1-19.050 I 97.653 255.882 361.731 539.365 620. 109 
credit linked during the yca1 
0 o Increase o~cr prc\lous period 1•17 9 823 32.6 29 5 -1 1-1 -19 I 15 .0 

-
Bank I .oan during the }ear 571 IJ59 2.879 5.-1 5,1 10.224 18.555 29.943 -14.99 1 

---- - - "-
~/4, lncrttase O\.'f!f prt!\'tous penod 1380 1/1.8 89 ./ 875 81.5 61./ 50.3 - -" Cumula11,c No of 32.995 11-1 .775 26J.825 -1 6 1.-178 717.360 I 079.09 1 1.618.-156 2,238.565 
SHGs cred11 lmked 
Cumula11ve [lank Loan 571 1.930 4.809 10,263 20.487 39.042 68.985 11 3.975 

Compiled" 11h ligure, from NA llARD 

' IC\\ ol lhc,c lop pcrll>nllcr, arc h1ghl1gh1cd 111 the 1111 n1tl11c11nn 10 N \B,\RD\ annual prngrc" report 1111 S131 I' ,\nmng commercial hanks arc SB! crcd11 
l1nk1ng the h1ghc,1 number or '>1 IU, dur111g 2005-06 < 1-12"03-l). liill1mctl h, Indian llank 130.062) and Canarn !lank ( 18.-145) S11111larly. l'rngJ}Ol1sh 
Goanlia Bank (RR H) 111 /\ssam linked 9. 190 <;HG, lolltm cd h) llolang.1r Anchal1k Ciram)a Bank (7.278) 111 Oms.1 and Karnataka V1kas Gramin Bank 
(5.!!19) Amungwopcral!'c,. noted pcrformc1- \\ere I loog1' DCtll 111 \'.csl Bengal (4.1 15 ',I !(is). Chandrapur Dtl B 14.027 SI!(,,) m Maharashtra and 
South Canara (2.63 I SI IG,1 111 "amataka 
' I 1gurcs li1r ( on11nercial Bank hrnnches and RRBs arc as on March 2006. DC( ll branches a, on March 2005 'iourcc. RBI and NABARD 
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V 

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR FINANCING 
Government support has come primarily through retinancing schemes made available to banks by NABARD and Small 
Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI). During 2005-06, refinance suppo11 by NABARD was at Rs. I 0.677 million
a growth rate of IO percent over the previous period- while cumulative refinance to banks reached Rs.41.597 million (Table 
I). Apart from this. NA BARD also provides direct loan fund support to NG Os. MFls and SI IG federations. In recent years, 
government development programs have also sought to target the poor through SHGs. Starting with the Rashtriya Mahi la 
Kosh (RMK) and the Indira Mahi la Yojana (I MY). the government has used the SHG approach in its anti-poverty programmes. 
Loans from government agencies like National Minorities Development Financial Corporation (NMDFC) are also available. 

The most important of the government initiatives using the SHG approach is the Swarnaja) anti Gram Swarojgar Yojana 
(SGSY) - a revamped version of the I RDP- launched in 1999. The goal of the programme is to enable the poor attain income 
generating assets. The programme is imple1m:nted through a hierarch) of committees at central, state. district. and block 
levels. Government oflicials at various levels. particular!) the District Rural Development Agencies (DRDAs). managers 
from participating banks. NA BARD. as well as NGOs together arc implementing the programme. rhc actua l disbursement 
of government funds is through DRDAs who would distribute the subsidy to the banks. The programme also takes in the 
NGOs as active participants in formation and nurturing of SI !Gs. rifl December 2006. the Centre and States, sharing costs 
on 75:25 basis. had allocated Rs.16,443 crorc, which has been utili1ed to assist 73.25 lakh se lf-employed belonging to 
24.38 lakh '-i l!Gs (Economic Stirve) 2006-2007). 

!·or the SHGs. SGSY is an e,cellent source of subsidized credit. II a group survives for \i, months. it is eligible for a 
revolving fund of Rs. 25.000 ii•om a participating bank. Out of this Rs. I 0,000 is in the form of subs id) and banks can 
charge interest onl) on the remaining amount. Six months alter the receipt of this fund. the group is tested for their 
performance and preparedness to take up income generating activities. I fthey were successful in managing group operations 
and repa) ments. the) would be eligible for loan-cum-subsid} for economic activit) upto a ma,imum of Rs. I 0.000 per group 
member or Rs.1.25 lakhs per group, whichever is less. Incentives arc also in place for NG Os for incubating and nu11uring SI !Gs. 

During the )Car 2005-06. NAB/\RD has rc::designated Micro-Finance Development l-u1H.l (Mf· DI ) as Microtinance 
Development and l::.quit), Fund (MI D£ I-) and increased the corpus from Rs. I 00 crorc to Rs.200 crore. Out of this an 
amount of Rs.113.5 million was utili7ed during the year towards up-scaling or S£3LP. NAB/\RD also undertakes training 
and capacit) building programmes for its partners and provides grant a\ \istance for promotion of Sl!Gs. 

VI 

SKEWED GEOGRAPIIICAL DISTRIBUTION 
rhe bank linkage programme remains concentrated in the Southern states or India with the region accounting for 54 percent 
of the SIIGs linked and over 75 percent of the amount disbursed. In contrast, the north-e3stern region accounts for a mere 
2.8 percent of the SH Gs and 1.5 percent oft he credit disbursed. [ven the densely populated and highly poor eastern region 
accounts for 17 .6 percent of the SH Gs linked and 8.2 percent of the credit disbursed ( fable 5 ). 

Table 5: Regional Distribution ofSBLP (cumulative as on March 2006) 

Region Nu. ofSI IG Bank Loan 
(Rs. Million) - -- -- -- --- -

No11hcrn Region 133.097 (5. ()J 3.986 (3.5) 
- - ·- - -

North-1:.astern Region 62,517 (2.8) 1,657 (/.5) 
---- - - -- - -
!:.astern Region 394.351 (/7.6) 9,354 (IUJ 

Central Region 267.915 (/2 ()J 8.050 {-. I J - Western Region 166.254 r-.-1, 5,251 (-I. 6) 

Southern Region 1.214.431 (5-1 ]) 85.677 (75.2) - -------,~ - --- -
Total 

I 
2,238,565 r I OOJ 113,975 ( I OOJ 

- - -- - -- -- - -- -- -- ---
Note: Figures in parenthesis arc percentage shares. Compiled with figures from NABARD 

Although the program still remains biased towards the southern region, the latest figures are an improvement over the earl1 
years . NABARD's emphasis on scaling up the SHG-bank linkage programme in 13 priori!) states accounting for 70 percent 
of the counll') 's rural poor has resulted in about five-fold increase in the number of SIi Gs credit linked during the period 
2002-06. Significant increases have been witnessed in the economical I) backward states like:: /\ssam, Bihar. Jharkhand and 
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Orissa (Table 6). As a result, the share of the 13 priority states exclud ing all the southern states, in the total number ofSHGs 
credit linked, increased from 31 percent as on March 2002 to 45 percent by March 2006. 

Underlying causes for this skewed distribution include the general malaise in the economy of central, eastern and north
eastern states, as also the absence of quality NG Os that are willing to initiate microfinance programs in these states. Public 
investments in areas such as watershed development, small-scale irrigation, livestock up-gradation and forest regeneration 
would boost up overall economic growth in these regions•. These long-term lumpy public investments can also unlock the 
potential for enhancing the livelihoods of millions of poor people thereby increasing the resultant demand for credit. 
Complementary public investments in human capital such as primary education, nutrition' and primary healthcare facilities 
are as important for the poor to achieve their productive potential (Mahajan 2005). Although such investments are an end in 
itself, we cannot ignore the reality that the southern states with superior human development indicators have far surpassed 
the poorer states in terms of microfinance penetration and impact. After all, the effectiveness of any financial inclusion 
programme depends as much on the literacy, numeracy and productivity parameters of intended beneficiaries as on the 
availability of economic opportunities. 

Table 6: Selected State-wise Cumulative Progress ofSHGs Credit Linked with Banks, as on March, Respective Years 

State 2002 2004 2005 2006 

No. % of No % of No % of No % of 
·Iotal Total Total Total 

Assam 1.024 ()22 10,706 () 99 31,234 I 93 56,449 2.52 

B1har 3,957 ()86 16.246 I 51 28.015 I 73 46,221 2 ()6 

Challlsgarh 3,763 n.82 9.796 0.9/ 18,569 I 15 31,291 /.I// 

GuJarat 9.496 2 ()6 15,974 /.18 24,7 12 I 53 34,160 I 53 

· H 1machal Pradesh 5,069 I . /() 13,228 /23 17,798 I JO 22,920 /.()2 

Jharkhand 4,198 0.9/ 12,647 1.17 21,53 1 I 33 30,819 I 38 

Maharashtra 19,619 ./.25 38,535 3.57 71,146 ./ ./0 131,470 5.87 

Madhya Pradesh 7,98 1 I 73 27,095 2.51 45, 105 2. 79 57,125 255 

Onssa 20.553 ./ ./5 77,588 7.19 123,256 7 62 180,896 8.08 

Rajasthan 12,564 2.72 33,846 3 I.J 60,006 J 7/ 98,17 1 ./39 

Uttar Pradesh 33. 114 7 18 79,2 10 7.34 119.648 7 39 161,9 11 723 

Uttaranchal 3323 000 10,908 I OJ 14,043 0 87 17.588 079 

West Bengal 17, 143 J 7/ 51,685 ./79 92,698 5.73 136,251 6 //9 

Sub-Total 141,804 30. 73 397,46-i 36.83 667,761 41.26 1,005,272 44.91 

All India- Total 461.4 78 JOO 1,079,091 JOO 1,618,456 JOO 2.238,565 I 00 

Compiled with figures from NABARD 

From Table 2 it can be noted that out of 2,238,565 SHGs credit linked, only 20 percent have been formed, nurtured and 
financed by banks, whereas in 74 percent cases NGOs (and other formal agencies) have organized, formed, nurtured, and 
trained SHGs which were then financed by banks. In another 6 percent cases, not only have NGOs (and SHG federations) 
nurtured and trained SHGs but have also received bulk loans from banks for on-lending purposes. No wonder that the 
southern states with an enormous NGO base have outperformed other regions. A proposal for increasing the number of 
quality NGOs in the underserved states was made by the Tenth Five Year Plan Working Group on Poverty Alleviation 
Programs, which recommended that established NGOs be asked to set up branches in selected poor districts and they be 
funded for this on an assured though declining basis for the first three to five years. The experience of Rashtriya Gram in 
Vikas Nidhi and Rashtriya Mahi la Kosh in supporting hundreds of small NGOs all over the eastern region is a welcome 
development that can be replicated. Another proposal has been to incubate MFls in poorer districts under the guidance of 
established MFls (Basu and Srivastava 2004; 2005). 

VII 
SOMK CONCERNS 
Despite the impressive performance of SBLP in terms of 'numbers', several issues require urgent attention from all 

'A practical \13} to undcrtal-c these public projects ,~ith decentra lized decision making is through the National Rural Employment Guarantee Act 
(NREGA) lor a detailed analysis of the viability and procedural aspects of such an employment scheme, see Bhaduri (2005). 
i An example of assisting the chromcally poor through directed and subsidized InterventI011 Is given by the Income Generation for Vulnerable Group 
Development (IGVGD) programme of BRAC 111 Bangladesh BRAC structures this programme around a food aid component prov1d1ng eighteen 
months of food subsidies and half a year of skills tra111ing with the aim ofdcvclop1ng new livcl1hoods for the chron1cally poor. Once the training is over. 
~uccessful households graduate to BRAC's regular m1crofinancc programmes (I l ashem1 and Rosenberg 2006) 
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stakeholders in the movement. But the primary emphasis of the following discussion is on strengthening the programme at 
its present scale rather than the issue of up-sealing. 

QUALITY AND SUSTAINABILITY 
As was noted earlier, the target set by NABARD of linking one million SH Gs with credit b) 2006-07 was met three years 
ahead of time and is more than doubled by now. Despite this achievement, it is also felt that to ensure quality, the exponential 
growth of the programme needs to be contained (Basu and Srivastava 2004, 2005; Ghate 2006). Prabhu Ghate in his State 
of the Sector Report (2006) notes, 
"/1 would be ideal ... to stay at !he level of about half a million linkages in the nexl few years so that the programme can 
consolidate 'quality' ... accompanied by an acceleration in underserved states." 

An accepted indicator of group quality is whether book-keeping and accounting standards are followed by an SHG i.e. the 
quality of group records6

• A recent study by EDA and AP MAS (2006)7
, however, revealed that while 72 percent of members 

had no schooling whatsoever, in only 51 percent of the groups did more than half of the members had primary school 
education. Such a membership profile renders book keeping and accounting a challenge not only for record quality but also 
for accountability and financial transparency. The record quality, as reported by the study was assessed as being 'good' in 
only 15 percent of the groups, 'moderate' in 39 percent and 'weak' in 40 percent. Groups promoted by government agencies 
had the highest proportion of weak records (over halt), and were half as likely as NGO or bank promoted groups to have 
good or moderate records. On the brighter side, the study found that the proportion of defunct and broken groups was only 
7 percent- a low figure considering the fact that average group age was six years. 
Another recent survey (APMAS and CM F 2006) of SB LP in Rajasthan found that only 30 percent of the 202 sample groups 
could meet the top quality standards laid down by the study. The performance of NGO promoted groups was better in terms 
of quality standards. Monthly meeting norms were not followed with regularity and only a handful of groups ever rotated 
leadership. The study highlights the importance of following the design features of SB LP (discussed in detail in section III) 
and introducing checks and balances on group functioning through a process of self-audit. 
At the group level, the financial sustainability of the program depends crucially on the magnitude of overdues8. The EDA 
and APMAS (2006) study found that 24 percent of the borrowers had overdues, with 5 percent among them overdue by 
more than 12 months. Although the level of overdues within the group is likely to have a bearing on the overdues from the 
groups to banks, the relatively small size of the first loans has enabled most groups to make bullet repayments at the end of 
the period. Another APMAS survey (2005) in Andhra Pradesh found that loans outstanding to SHGs were only 74 percent 
of group savings deposited in banks. Hence there is a need to 'ensure that bank linkage is not just about SHG funds being 
lent to SHGs, as was noted by the study. 
On the question of sustainability of the program, an important concern relates to the lack of clarity over who is to play the 
key role in promoting SHGs and ensuring their quality. In the early phase, this was done by grassroots NGOs. But recently 
different agencies are promoting SHGs, not only to meet targets but are also competing for space9

• Moreover, SBLP has 
caught the attention ·of politicians as a way to gain political mileage. Many groups have been promoted by institutions 
lacking adequate ski lls or driven by short-term monetary incentives. Groups have also sprung up on an ad-hoc basis, only 
because they want a loan (Basu and Srivastava 2004, 2005)10

. Hence, there is a need to reconsider the nature and intensity 
of SHG promotion- the necessary money to pay for promotional activities must not be considered as a one-shot input. 
Rather, it has to be more strategic and adaptive with long-term incentives in place (EDA and APMAS 2006). 
In view of these apprehensions. confirmed by various studies, there is a need to slow down the exponential growth ofSBLP 
and concentrate on various quality aspects. The emphasis should be on extend ing the programme to only those states which 
are presently underserved. Correspondingly, more action is required to instill acceptable book-keeping practices among 
SHGs by imparting training and devising viable incentives. There is also a need to conduct periodic surveys at the national 
level , designed to assess changing group quality. Such a periodic survey may as well reflect on the credit-deposit ratios 
under the SBLP and current loan outstanding figures (EDA and APMAS 2006; Ghate 2006). 

'' Ona cautious note. \\C also need tu ask \\hether this is an i111pos1t1on of the accepted financial standards on poor and otlen illiterate SHG members. 
Say for example. the boo~ keeping for a normal hank account is done by banks for its clien ts, but poor and illiterate SI IG members are expected to do 
their own book-keeping! Notl\ithstanding the experimentation with hired book-keepers (or computer munsh1\ as they are popularly known as in 
PRADAN promoted SI l(is). further efforts in formulating innovative and simplified book-keeping practices are necessary 
' The study was carried out in two southern (AP and Karnataka) and two northern states (Orissa and RaJasthan) Overall. 214 SI !Gs from I 08 villages 
in 9 districts were selected represcntmg different agro-climatic and socio-economic conditions. The average age o fan SHG 111 the overal l sample was 
almost 6 years. 

'A loan Is considered 10 he overdue 1frepaymen1 is due for more than 90 days. 
·• Surveys conducted by APMAS in 2006. right after the Andhra Pradesh crisis. revealed that coastal Andh•J was near saturated w11h microfinance 
supply. wnh the government sponsored Velugu and MFls competing for space 
'" The SUSY program is a luerat1ve incentive for any SI-JG to obtain subsidi1.cd credit. and government agencies may promote SHGs only to meet 
quantity targets without paying attention to capacity building and training in financial literacy for SI JG members 
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INSUFFICIENT REPEAT LOANS 
As of March 2005, 1,618,456 SH Gs were credit linked and in the following period (2006), apart from 620, I 09 new SH Gs 
being credit linked, only 344,502 al ready existing SHGs were provided with repeat loans (Table 8). This implies that only 
21.3 percent of the already existing SH Gs were provided repeat loans, and in the total credit disbursement during 2005-06, 
48 percent were as repeat loans. A cause of serious concern is the fact that 78.7 percent of the existing (old) SHGs, which 
were credit linked earlier, did not get any repeat loans during 2005-06. This is a disturbing trend continuing for several 
years now, as can be discerned from Table 7. This observation forces us to raise some uncomfortable questions: Why are 
existing SH Gs losing out on the disbursement front? How many among these are continuing operations (i.e. in the middle 
of a loan cycle or could not access external loans) and how many are defunct? Are we adding on more and more SHGs 
every year without paying adequate attention to the quality and susta inability of existing SHGs? This demands serious 
introspection- an immediate first step would be to gather information about existing SH Gs (and those credit linked since the 
inception of the programme) to gauge the severity of the problem. 

Table 7: Percentage of Existing (old) SHGs that did not receive any Loans, March, respective years 

Items 2001 2002 2003 2004 200S 2006 

Cumulative No. ofSHOs Credit Linked . 263.825 461 .478 717.360 1.079.091 1,618,456 2,238,565 

New SHOs Credit linked during the year 149.050 197.653 255.882 361 .731 539.365 620,109 

No. of Existing (old) SH Os Provided wllh NA 41.413 102.39 1 171 .669 258.092 344,502 
Repeat Bank Loans 

% of Exist111g (old) SHOs that did . 843 77 8 76 I 76 I 78 7 
not receive any Repeat Loans 

Total Bank Loan During the year 2.879 5.45.5 10.223 18,555 29,942 44,991 

Growth Rate 89 5 87-1 81 5 61 ./ 503 

Repeat Loans During the year NA 924 3.318 6.978 12.676 21.686 

Orov.th Rate . 259 I 1/()3 81 7 71 I 

Repeat Loans as a share of 16.9 32.S 37.6 42.J 48.2 
Total Bank Loan during the year 

Compiled with data from NABARD; NA- Not Available 
Although the growth rate in repeat loans has slowed down, it has been higher than the growth rate in total bank loans during 
any year, consistently since 2003; as a result, the share of repeat loans in total bank loan during the year increased from 17 
percent in 2002 to 48 percent in 2006- a welcome trend nonetheless. The cause of concern, however, is that all repeat loans 
during any year are disbursed among only a quarter of the existing SH Gs. However, the available data does not provide any 
break-up of repeat loan figures, in absence of which we do not know how the composition of those quarter of SH Gs are 
changing i.e. whether the same groups are getting repeat loans over and over, or, if they are replaced by newer groups 
accessing second and third loans. Due to this limitation in available data, we also do not know whether repeat loans are 
progressive in nature. 

DECLINING RURAL BANK BRANCHES 
After the nationalization in 1969 of 14 largest commercial banks, the RBI launched an ambitious branch expansion programme 
to expand rural bank branch networks and equalize individual access to banks across regions and states. The I :4 branch 
licensing policy introduced in 1977 required that a bank can obtain a license to open a branch in an already banked location 
if it opened branches in at least four unbanked locations. Furthermore, banks were not allowed to close a rural branch if it 
was the only one serving a given location. As a result, the number of rural bank branches increased from I 0,856 in 1977 to 
35,134 in 1991. This simultaneously improved the overall credit outstanding in rural areas (Table 8). Burgess and Pande 
(2005) prcvides robust evidence that this branch expansion into rural unbanked locations significantly reduced rural poverty, 
partially mediated through increased deposit mobilization and cred it disbursement in rural areas. The findings suggest that 
RB l's I icensing policy enabled the development of an extensive rural branch network allcwing rural households to accumulate 
more capital and obtain loans for long-term productive investments. Another study by Binswanger and Khandker ( 1995) 
suggest that the rapid expansion of commercial banks in rural areas has had a substantially positive effect on rural non-Fann 
employment and output. Overall, the supply led approach to rural credit also had a positive effect on agricultural wages in 
addition to reducing the dependence on moneylenders for credit and spurring fert ili zer use and capital investment in agriculture. 

In 1991, the branch licensing policy was revoked in line with recommendations of the Narasimhan Committee Report
marking an end to the era of social and development banking followed by India since I 969. Consequently, the distribution 
of bank branches has undergone a shift away from rural areas. This has simultaneously resulted in an absolute decline in the 
number of rural bank branches over the years following 1991 (Table 8). 
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To compensate for the contraction in rural banking network, the SBLP initiated by NABARD emerged as an alternative. 
But the progress made under the programme hinges on the fact that it capitalizes on the country's vast network of rural bank 
branches. Therefore, a (continuing) trend in retraction and absolute decline will have serious implications since bank 
branches act as prospective credit disbursal points under SBLP. This will not only affect the future expansion and long-term 
sustainability of SBLP, but more impo11antly, the overall credit outstanding in rural areas. 

Table 8: Selected Indicators for all Scheduled Commercial Banks 

Year Number of BankOffices Credit Outstanding 
Rural(Number) % to Total Rural (in Rs.10 million) % to Total 

1969 1443 17.6 115 33 

1977 10.856 403 1. 105 72 

1980 16.111 46.9 2,643 10 7 

1990 34,867 58.2 17,352 14 2 

1991 35.134 56 9 1,859,897 15.0 

2001 32,640 48.3 5,443,125 10.1 

2002 32,443 47.8 6,668, 190 10 2 

2005 30,790 43 8 NA NA 

2006 30,769 43 .2 NA NA 

Source: Rarnachandran and Swarninathan (2005) for figures up to 2002. RBI (2006a) for years 2005 and 2006: NA- Not Available 

LACK OF VOLUNTARY SAVINGS AND INSURANCE SERVICES 
Since SBLP is limited to credit and mandatory savings facilities, there is a need to expand the scope of financial services, 
especially voluntary savings and micro insurance. The imperative to develop insurance products for the poor is based on the 
understanding that informal mechanisms for coping with idiosyncratic risks (like death, disability and health emergencies) 
are imperfect. Moreover, region wide risks like drought and flood result in drastic income and consumption shocks for the 
poor. As of now, most of the insurance services are provided by independent MFls (either in-house or partnering with 
formal insurers) outside the ambit of the linkage program. Moreover, voluntary savings are not encouraged in the program 
and members are stipulated to save a fixed sum every month into the group account. Even then, members are not allowed 
to draw upon those very savings in times of emergency. On the other hand, she is allowed to borrow from the group savings 
pool- member savings, as such, reduces to a premium for future access to credit! Given the importance of personal savings 
as a self-insurance option, savings bank account services can be made available to SHG members on a voluntary basis. The . 
introduction of 'no-fri lls' account, discussed in the concluding section of this paper, is a welcome development in this respect. 

VIII 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
While there are no exact figures on the reach of SB LP among the poorest of the poor', the total outreach of the programme 
at 33 million households with only an estimated half of the members as poor", highlight the importance of channeling 
financial services through other possible routes as well. · 
Towards this direction, Reserve Bank of India (RBI 2006b) suggested scheduled commercial banks to use the services of 
NGOs. SH Gs. M Fis and Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) as intermediaries in providing banking services under the 
· Business Facilitator/ Correspondent' models. In an attempt to ach ieve 1he objective of financial inclusion, the RBI (2005) 
also advised all Regional Rural Banks (RRBs) to make avai lable a basic banking 'no-frills' account. Such an account may 
require nil or very low minimum balance, thus making it accessible to vast sections of the population. To keep transaction 
costs low, banks may restrict the number of transactions per month, but have to make the rules known to the customer in 
advance. According to available information wi th the RBI, about 5 lakh no-frill accounts have been opened up to March 31, 
2006, of which two-third are with the public sector and one-third with the private sector banks 12

• Under the 'business 
correspondent' model, a pilot project, aiming at making rural post offices into one-stop shops for dispensing loans to SH Gs, 
is being implemented by the National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NA BARD) in two districts of Tamil 
Nadu 11. According to the agreement. NA BARD will provide a corpus of funds to post offices which will pass them on to 
SHGs after appraising their cred i1 worthiness and any risk arising due to default in payment would be borne by NABARD itself. 
The growth of SB LP highlights the role of government in providing a skillful leadership and conducive legal and regulatory 

(Contd. on Page 42) 

11 EDA and APMAS (2006) round an estimated 51 percent or members 111 the sample to be poor in terms of the first two of four wealth rankmg 
categories defined b1 the study. rl1e share of ·borderline poor· stood at 32 percent. while 17 percent of the members were ·non-poor" The lowest 
"ealth catcgof) of ·very poor" cons111uted 15 percent of the members. 
" From the Address h1 Dr. Rakcsh Mohan. Deputy Governor. RBI , at the Annual Bankers· Conference 2006: • Economic Growth , Financial Deepen mg 
and l·inanc1al Inclusion.· 
""NABARD will issue loans to SI IGs through post otlices.· The Hindu, 19 November 2006. 
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